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Missions planned for the Spacelab will use orbital trajectories ranging ,
in inclination from 2s. 5 to 90 _ and in altitude from 200 to ,S011kin. Mission
duration can range up to 2s days. For these orbits and mission lifetimes, any
equipment on board will be subjected to fluxes of high energy ctwrged particles
and charged-particle-induced secondary particles. Many items may be sensi-
tive to the radiation encountered. All material in the spacecraft will -.cquire a
level of background radioactivity as a result of nuclear activation. Experiments
employing nuclear particle counters (X-rny, gamm:,-ray, and cosmic-ray
experiments) will haw' an excessive b:,ckground counting rate as a result of i
activation gamma rays :rod the incident l)article fluxes that will impaet e×peri-
ment operation 11,21 and may reduce counter lifetime, l,'i()logicai saml)le_,
especially where shielding thicknesses are minimal, may be influenced by Ihe
radiation dose levels that are encountered, l)hotr)graphic film will acquire a
background density because of lhe radiation. The effects on l)hotographic film
for the Skylab mission were sludied exlensively [3-(;I. I Figure 1 shows tim
range of background densily :,s a function of (h)se for son,(. _kylal) films 171.
ENVIRONMENT
This repol_ defines the imp()rtant collll)on('lltS of the radiation environ-
ment and gives estinmtes cf dose rates t.', be (,xp(,et(,d. This information _ill be
useful in identi(ving probh'n_ areas for more ,h'tail('d radiation analysis later.
There are [our possible soure(,,'; of dam:,ging r:tdiali,m for Sl)aeelab: I4(_)m:_<-
n(,lic:dly trapped electrons and pr,,_ons, galactic c,)smic-ray particles, solar
flare proton (,vents, and onb(mrd radialion s(,ur('es (if lhere are any). lt,)lmfully,





any onboard sources will be small and well shielded. We are concerned here
with planning for nominal missions which, because of their short durations and
low orbital altitudes, are unlikely to encounter significant solar flare proton
fluxes. (Since 1956 there have been perhaps four eventz that would have
resulted in significant dose contributions at Spacelab orbits. ) Thus, we will
confine our consideration to geomagnetically trapped particles and cosmic rays.
Reference 8 gives a complete and well written description of the near-Earth
radiation environment.
Figures 2 through 21 show the average trapped proton and electron
omnidirectional integral fluxes above various energies for the proposed Spacelab
orbits. The numerical values are tabulated in Appendix A together with the
differential flux with respect to energy. The fluxes were obtained by using
James Vette's new model environments [91 AP8 max for the protons and AE4-AE6
max for the elections in a program [ 10] that averages the flux along the orbital
trajectory for several crbits. Over most of the range of orbits, there is an
uncertainty factor of four in the electron envir(mment and two in the proton
environment. Fol the very lowest altitude given (2c0 kin), the uncertainties
are larger because these orbits fall directly on the edge of the region described
by the Vette model. When we compare the new en_ironment projected to tim
1980 time frame with the one reported in Reference 11, we find that the electron
environment has changed significantly. All the artificially injected electrons
have been decayed out of the new model, resulting in a considerable reduction
in the high energy electron flux (more than an order of magnitude in some
cases). There is also a reduction in the proton flux, usually at higher energy.
it is not as extensive as the reduction in the electron flux, however, typic,'dly
being less than a factor of two.
The exponential increase of both electr<m and proton flux with altitude
can be explained in terms of charged-particle motion in the Earth's magnetic
field. A charged particle follows a helical path around magnetic field lines.
As the lines converge near the Earth's poles, the turns of the helix come closer
and closer together until the helix reverses direction and the particles spiral up
a field line away from the pole. The point of reversal is called the particlc's
"mirror point." The palCcicles encountered at lower altitudes must necessarily
have mirror point,_- _ear the top of the atmosph(we where the l)r(_]_ability of
removal because of interaction with air molecules is significant. There is a
distortion of the geomagnetic field from a true dipol(, that results in a region
called the South Atlantic Anomaly, where higher trapped particle fluxes are
seen at lower altitud(,s than usual over most of _he l':alCh's surface. Most of
the flm: encountered by Spacelab orbits, especially at lower altitudes, will be





Figure 22 shows proton isoflux contours in this region. As orbital inclination
increases from 0 ° at a given altitude, the flux encountered will increase,
reaching a peak in the 30 to 40 ° range as more and more of the Anomaly is
swept out. Above 60 ° the north and south "horns" of the outer trapped electron
belt will be encountered, resulting in a significant increase in electron flttx.
(The name "horn" is given because of the cl"escenl shape of electron isoflux
contours. At lower fluxes the contours grow into :1 sot of double rings that
approximately circumscribes each pole. )
The trapped flux encountered during the Spaeelab missions will have _wo
types of temporal w_riations, a very short-term wlriation and a long-term varia-
tion. The short-term variation is the varialion seen as the spacecraft passes
in and out of the South Athmtic Anomaly, with the flux rising and falling rapidly
as the center of the Anomaly is l)assed. Fig_dre 23 shows the proton flux during
several passes through the Anomaly. Almost all the rndiation damage will occur
during these passages, which usually his! less than 15 rain :_t h)wer altitudes.
The maximum flux during a I)ass may reach 1() to 5() tim('s the aver'_ge daily
flux. The other teml)oml variati,m is associated with the 11 year solar cycle.
There, is an enhancement of the proh_n belt by i)c'rh'll)S a factor of two during the
quiet part of the cycle as a result of chnnges in the' high atnx)sl)here density [ 121.
The Vette model environment u,_'ed is projected to lho 19S0 lime frame.
The galactic cosmic rny flux is also aff(,eted by Ix_th the geomagnutic field
and the solar m'tgnetic field. Th(' free space n_aximum (outside the gt,om:_g-
netosphere) cosmic _,ly flux occurs during the qldet part of lhe solar cycle and
is approximately 4.0 particles/em2-s l 1:_1. l)urinp, lhe actiw' part of the cycle,
the portion of the energy Sl)eetrum below al)l)r¢_xinr,t('ly ,I00 M('V/nucleon is
reduced in intensity, llowever, this rt,dueti(m is nnt i)articul:_rly significant in
low 1,:arth orbit because, (,st'opt (luring4 l_assa_4('s ov_,r Ihe pelt,s, these l)articlcs
are already shielded out I)y the _'comn_4n(,tic fiehl. Figure 2,1, from Refcr('nce
13, shows how lile cosmic ray proton flux is affccte(I ft_r various orbital inclina-
tions. As on(" can see_ 111(, spectrum ix very "h:Jrd" (having a i)_'f,l_onderance of
high energy particles) and, lhus, ix r.ot nttentmted r:q)idly by shielding material.
e
SPACELABGEOMETRICALMODEL
To I)redict Lhc radiation flux or (h_se at a point inside a sl)acecraft,
t:onsi(h,r:_tion must be given to _(_mletri(:al eonli_uration and types of materials
surrounding the l)oint, A i4eonlt'tric:ll m(.h,I c)f Sl_:l(,,,lab was cnnstructed using
ih(, l,oc'Idleed eoml)lex _e, ml(,iry ('(mll)ui('r i_lv)!.'nim I I II und followint4 relatively
3
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closely the Spacelao description provided m a letter from the European Space
Research and TechaologyCenter (ESTEC)2 thatdescribeda shortmodule and :_
includedracks, vievports,feedthroughs,floor,subfloor,and an overhead
structureinvolvlngfourcontainers,an opticalwindow, and a viewport. The
onlymodificationinthatmoclelforthisreportwas theadditionoffiatwalls
covering the holes in the end cones so that no part of the Spacelab interior would
see free space without shielding. These walls were of the sume thickness and
composition as the end cones.
Figures 25, 2_;t and 27, which were redrawn from figures in the ESTEC
letter, show the Space.lab used for these calculations. (Figure 25 has been
altered to show the cone end covers that were added. ) The model involved
approximately 136 separate volume elements. It was constructed in the Spacelab
coordinate system and then translated to the Shuttle coordinate system. The
Spacelab coordinate system is centered 100 cm in front of the start of the
cylindrical shell sectioa with the positive X-axis passing down the center of the
cylindrical section in tl,e aft direction, The Z-axis is vertically upward, and
the positive Y-axis mat:es a right-handed system. The transformation to
Shuttle coordinates is d_ffined as follows:
X' -- X 4 1,_,85.9L';cm
i
y,= y Il
Z"= Z + !016 e.,_I,
where X', Y' , and Z' a_'e Shuttle coordinates and X, Y, and Z are Spacelab
coordinates. !
LIMITATIONS
We believe the ni_odel has a major defect in that only spacecraft w,qlls
are considered. All ra,,:ks and coat, liners are empty, and none of the equil)ment
and wiring that will cxi:_t there has 1)con modeled. Self-shielding (as one would
expect to have if, for e.7_ample, one were calculating dose in a canister of film)
, q Ihas not been included, iExperience with SI-3lab su_;wsts that this type of model-
ing leads to overestim!_iti(ms of dose rates. Also, with more careful modeling,
the variation of dose _ates f:x)m thinly to more heavily shielded regions shouldJ
be larger. Our modeiing of the Shuttle should compensate, at least partially,
for the conservative Spacelah model; however, we homogenized the .Shuttle into
2. Close Out of RID B01-054, Orbit Fnvironment an(l Action Item NM-0196,
Europcan Space Research and Technology Center lelter from W. Nellcsscn




, a relatively small number of volume elements and defined their density so as to I
obtain a 90 000 kg Shuttle. This approach is prO)ably appropriate for the nose
and tail sections, since they subtend a total of between 5 and l0 percent of the
. total solid angle as seen from typical points in Spncelab. It is less appropriate
for the bay section, leading to rather heavy shielding over half the total solid
angle or more as seen from points in Spacelab. ('typical Shuttle bay wall
thicknesses were on the order of 12 g/cm". ) Figure 28 shows the basic con-
figuration of the Shuttle model.
A number of effects that may become important, depending on the
response of the instrument or material, have not been considered. Long-term
averaged dose rates may not be useful if an instrument is dose rate sensitive
(i. e., the fire alarm on Skylab) rather than cumul:ltive dose sensitive. (The
rad, a u_Jt of dose, is defined as the deposition of II)0 er_s of energy per gram
of material receiving the dose. ) In thes(, eases, ma,ximunl dose rates or dose
rates as a function of time probably better define the problem. The averaging
of flux over direction can also be significant if, for example, the spacecraft is
gravity-gradient stabilized for ion_ periods. The an_'ular distributions for
trapped particle fluxes in low Ea,'th orbit a re "pancake" shaped, with most of
the particles arriving from directions perpendieui'_r to the magl_etic field lines.
Thus, actual dose could be considerably different from the dose predicted using
isotropic fluxes if the shielding perpendicular to the, magnetic field is markedly
different from the average shielding. Materi:ds do not respond in exactly the
same manner when exposed to the same physical d_se l'rcm_ difh'rent types of
particles or even from particles of the same type but different energies. Some
photographic films are as much as 3O to ,m timt's as sensitive t(_ gamma rays
as to protm_s [15[, (Their sensitivity i: also) highly enerl2:y dependent.)
Bicdogical effects arc, better nw:lsur¢_cl in terms .f r(,ms (tad t'quivalent fan),
which include a quality factor depending on the IVI)e lind t'nt'rg_ of ra(li:ltio_l
del)ositinl4 the dose. For cxampl(,, ('osmic r:L_s have an um, stmlly hil4h quality
factor because of the hea_' i)articlc coml)ont,nt; lhus, cosmic ray (loses in reins
are six or seven ti,nes as high as doses in ra(ls [l:;I. I_(,himl heavy shielding
(>25 g/cm2), a secondary particles {bremsstrahlun_ and sec(m(lary electr(ms
from primary el(_ctrons and netltrons, secondary t)rotons, a|l)h;ls, etc.. from
l)rimary protons) that may have si_li ficantly (li fft,rt,nl qualily I':wiors del)osit
a significant part of tht, dose. Also, behind h(,avy ._hi(,l(lilw, c()._mie ray
p:triit'le e:ts(.ath;s [ l(i, 17] (.onq,ose(I ()f a _r(':d x':lrit'tV _)f i)artit.h.s n:akc an
3. The unit _l_lnls I)('r square centil_eter f¢)r ._hi(ld thi('l, nt,ss is tyl)ical in
charged-l)artiel(' shielding worl, J,,t'attse dill(,r_,nt re:dr, rials have al)plwxi-
matt.ly the same shit,ltling el'fet'liv('ness I)¢'r unit lem.,lh in these units. That
is_ I. _1g/era:' of air is apl)r(,×imatul.v as (.ffcctiv(, in st(q_ping l)rt_bms as
1.0 g/cm:' (,f:duminum, Thel)r(d'i,'mt)fdensity vari:d_ms I_('twe(,n stmq_lcs





important contribution to dose deposited, which is very difficult to analyze.
None of these effects were cousidered here; thus, care must be taken in _rbi-
trarily applying these resu]t_ to any given problem. No calculation was made
for bremsstrahlung because the results presented in Reference 11, as well as
results presented later in this report, demonstrate that the bremsstrahlung
dose rate is unimportant when compared to the dose rate resulting from other




Figure 29 shows the approximate location of 14 detector points in
Spacelab. The first six points survey the Spacelab environment, while the last
:_ eight are concentrated in the rack area. Figures 30 through 57 ,_how the total
daffy dose rates to be expected at these points as a function of orbital altitude
: and inclination. Appendix B gives the exact Shuttle coordinate location of each
L point and the dose rate in fads relative to the incident particle as well as the
total dose rate.
_' The dose rates range over almost an order of magn/tude between detector
: point ! at the outer wall on the top side of 8pacelab and detector point 3 at the
outer wall on the bottom side. Generally, however, the _ariation seen between
detector points was on the order of from two to four, w/th the high dose rates
seen near the top side of the lab. The proton component of the dose rate was
n_ost import.,nt in most cases. However, at the highvr inclinations for thinly
shielded points, the electron dose rate was comparable to the proton dose rate,
and at lower altitudes for more heavily shielded points, the cosmic ray dose
rate was the dominant component.
Figures 58 through 65 present the dose rates predicted for a detector
point behind a spherical alnmtn,m shell shield of the specified thickness as a
function of orbital altitude and inclination. Appendix C tabulates the predicted
numerical values. The dose rates include contributions from trapped protons,
trapped electrons, electron-induced bromsstrahlung, and galactic cosmic rays.
(Bremsstrahlung is secondary electromagnetic radiation generated as electrozu_
are accelerated primarily during close passages by atomic nuclei. )
The geometry for the trapped proton and cosmic ray dose rate calcula-
tions consisted of a poi._t tissue receiver at the center of a spherical aluminum
shell of the given thickness. The technique used for the proton dose rate calcu- i






I from tabular data tn Reference 13. The geometry for the electron and brem- i]
strahlung dose rates is different. In these calculations, the electrons are
assumed to be isotropieally incident on an aluminum infintt_ plane shield rather i
than a sphere. The differences in dose rates for the two geometries are insig-
nificant when c_mpared to environmental unce,-tainttes. The methods used are
describedinReference19. The trappedprotoncomponent is dominantforshield
thicknessesfrom I.0 to 30 g/era2,the rangeofthickr_ssesofmost practical
importance. In very thinlyshieldedregionsthe elcc.'onsbecome important,
and foran unusuallythickshield,thecosmic rays become important. The
relativeimportanceofthecomponent varieswithaltitudeand inclination,but,
as a rule,thcprotoncomponent dominatesforpracticalshieldthicknesses.
Basically,thecosmic rays placea lower limiton dose ratesachlevableof
approximately0.01 fads/dayindependentof shieldthicknessand are less
importantathigheraltitudes.The electronsbecome importantfor_,ighcrinclina-
tionswhich encountertheouterbelt"horns" and forvery thin:_hieldthicknesses.
These datahave atleasthvo uses. First,comparisons withthe results
of complex geometry calculationsgivesome estimateofhow realisticthe
geometricalmodel isand helpdetectweaknesses inthemodel. For example,
the contributiondue toelectronsathigherinclinationsforsome detectorswhen
compared tothe sphericalshellcalculationssuggeststhata major portionof
thisdose iscoming from a ratherthinlyshieldedregion. More detailedmodeling
might eliminatemuch ofthiscontribution.A seconduse ofthesedataisforan
apprc,..i:aateextensionofthecomplex gc ,metxycalculation.For example, if
an additionalamount, X g/cm 2,of shieldingisadded, thefollowingrrocedurc
may bc used. Referringtothefreedetect_rdose rateon thecorresponding
dose ratcversus shieldthicknesscurve,one followsthe,:,wveout forX g/cm 2
more shieldingand reads thedose rate. This shouldal_|n_×imatethedose rate
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Figure 6. Proton flux versus altitude above various enerbdes at
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Figure 17. Electron flux versus inclination alx)ve various energies
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Figure 18. Electron flux versus inclination above various energies
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Figure 19. Electron flux versus inclination above various energies
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Figure 20. Electron flux versus inclination above various energies
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Figure 21. Electron flux versus inclination above various energies ;
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Figure 24. Differential energy spectra for cosmic ray protons in
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Figure 30. Dose rate as a function of inclination at various altitudes
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Figure 31. Dose rate as a function of inclination at various altituaes
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Figure 32. Dose rate as a function of inclination at various altitudes
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Figure 33. Dose rate as a function of inclination at various altitudes
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Figure 34. Dose rate, as a function of inclination at various altitude_
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Figure 35. Dose rate as a function of inclination at various altitudes
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Figure 36. Dose rate as a funcUon of InclinaUon at various altitudes
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Figure 37. Dose i'ate as a function of inclination-at various altitudes
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Figure 38. Dose rate as a function of inclination at various altitudes
. for detector point number 9.
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Figure 39. Dose rateas a functionof inclinationatvariousaltitudes
fordetectorpointnumber 10.
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Figure 40. Dose rate as a function of inclination st various altitudes
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F;gure 41. Dose rate as a function of inclination at various altitudes
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Figure 43. Dose rate as a ftmction of inclination at various altitudes
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Figure 44. Dose rate as a function of altitude at various inclinations
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Figure 45. Dose rate as a function of altitude at _arious inclinatioi_s
for detector point number 2.
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Figure 46. Dose rate as a function of altitude at various inclinations
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Figure 47. Dose rate as a function of altitude at various inclinations ._
for detector point number 4.
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Figure 48. Dose rate as a function oI altitude at various inclinations
for detector point number 5.
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Figure 49, Dose rate as a nmcuon oi alutude at various inclinations
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Yigure 50. Dose rate as a function of altitude at various inclinations
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Figure 51. Dose rate as a function of altitude at various inclinations
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Figure 52. Dose rate as a function of altitude at various inclinations
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Figure 53. Dose rate as a function o! altitude at various inclinations
for detector point number 10.
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Figure 54. Dose rate as a function of altitude at various inclinations
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Figure 56. Dose rate as a function of altitude at various inclinations
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Figure 57. Dose rate as a function of altitude at various inclination,,,
for detector point number 14.
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Figure 58. Dose rate behind a spherical aluminum shell shield versus altitude
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Figure 59. Dose rate behind a spherical aluminum shell shield versus altitude
for various shield thicknesses and 35 ° inclination.
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Figure 61. Dose rate behind a spherical aluminum shell shield versus altitude
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Figure 62. Dose rate behind a spherical aluminum shell shield versus altitude
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Figure 63. Dose rate behind a 1.0 g/cm 2 spherical oluminum
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Figure _4. Dose rate behind a 5. 0 g/cm 2 spherical aluminum
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Figure 65. Dose rate behind a 10.0 g/cm 2 spherical aluminum
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FOR DETECTOR POINT 1 '"
LAB SURVE TOP X 2120,66 Y 0 Z 1222, # .
PROTON DOSF RATE |RADS/DAY) _ _
ORBITAL |_ICL_NAT|O_ 200 K!4 300 K_ 400 KH 600 Kv 800 K_ 3_
" 28,S 0,0024 e,OlB_ _.0591 0,3314 l,l_B_ _
: _5,0 0,0106 c,_427 0,1113 0°4225 1,2765
t,5,0 0,0161 0,0494 0.11_ O.iAOS 1,004S o
57,0 0,0088 0,03_? 0,0716 O,2_el 0,7127
90*0 0*0064 0,9211 _.050_ 0,1851 0,5508 .
ELECTRON DOSE RAT_ I_$/D_YI
GRPiTAL |':CLI:.AT|G'¢ 20C K_e 30P v_, 60_ _* _OC _* °00 _.'
i _*_*0 0.0101 0,_!_9 _.031_ 0.0?48 0.1545
57*0 0,0894 C.1157 _.167_ 0,2213 0,3136 _
_O*O 0*096; 0.1237 _.:_16 0,2176 0-2950 :
i CO$_llC RAY DOS[ _ATE (_ADS/_AYI
ORBITAL |:'CLI'.ATiO;I 200 _" 309 _"._ 630 .... _00 K_ 800 _ _
". ) 28,5 0,_0_,7 _,._..r _ _._5_ 0.006_ 0,0072 ,_
35,0 0.C06() C._':_.5 '),7t19 0,0078 O,OOR7
57.0 C,_111 P,rll7 ^.'i?_ ?,0156 O.O)_e \
90,0 0,013_ 0.0]_5 _._!_,. 0.0]72 0,0190 -:
: TOTAL I_F _ATE (I:_OS/_YI
OI_I_ITAL |*¢CLINAT|ON _00 K_.' _00 _5.' 4;)0 v,, 600 _" _O0 K_I ' 'i¢ .
..... _.. 0 77 1,1m0?
_*_ 0._347 0,_772 _.15'__ 0,_,A59 l,l?05
57,0 _,1C93 0o1577 _,?_15 9.4e30 1.C412
90,0 _.1163 0,159_ C.2173 _,_19_ O,R_9 _*
95 _
] 9770] 0036-] O]
FOR DETECTOR POINT 2
LAB SURVE HIDDLE X 2220,66 Y 0 Z I016.
PROTON DOSE RATE (RADS/DAY) a
ORBITAL I*;CL|_AT|ON 200 KH 300 KH 400 K_ 600 K9 RO0 KH
28.5 0,0017 0,0112 0.0_49 0,2632 _.0031
35.0 0,0074 0,0316 0.0_55 0.3294 0.9584
45,_ 0.0112 0,0353 0,0844 C,2901 0,7726
57, 0.0061 0.0218 0,0531 0,1_93 0,5476
90.0 0.0044 0,0152 0,0373 0.1412 0,4241
ELECTRON DOSE RATE (RA_S/_AY;
ORBITAL INCLI'.:ATION 200 KN 300 KH 40n K_ 600 K_* 800 K_
28.5 0.0000 9.0000 3,_300 0,0022 0.0114
35.0 0,0000 0,0001 O,000P 0.00_5 0.0159
45,0 0.0045 O.OOB5 0._139 0.0333 0,0689
b7.0 0,0400 0,0518 0,0_1 0,0994 0,1410
9U_O 0,0432 0.0556 0.068_ 0,0978 0.1325
COSHIC RAY DOSE RATE (RADSIDAYI
ORBITAL I_CL|_ATIOH 200 Kl_ 300 KH 400 KH 600 K_ BOO Kr_
28.5 0.0047 0.0051 0,0056 *)*0064 0.0072
35,O 0,0060 0,0065 0,OO&9 0,0078 q,00B7
45.0 0.0083 0.00_9 0.009_ 0.3104 0.0115
57,0 0.0211 n,_]l? 0.0123 n,o13_ _*01_8
00,0 0,0136 n,0145 0,0154 0.0172 0,0190
TOTAL DOSE RATE (._^_%/_Y)
ORBITAL |_CL|HATION 200 KH 300 KH 400 _ 600 Kq 800 KH
28.5 0*0065 0,016& :_,05C_ C,7718 0.921_
_fl,O 0,013_ 0._3_3 0,_03_ 0,341P 0,_831
45,0 0,0241 0,0528 0,1077 0,3_39 0,_531
57,0 0,05T3 0,00_5 0,131_ 0.30_ 0*T035




_.. i !IV. _
! •
FGII _ETECTOR POINT 3
LAB SURVE BOTTOM X 2120.66 Y 0 Z 810 °
PROTON DOSE RATE (RAD$/DAY) )
ORB|TAL I:_CLI_ATIOr'; 200 K_ 300 KM 400 K_ 600 Kq 800 K_. _!
: o
: 2405 0,0006 0.0_46 0,0221 0,1441 0,4922
35*0 000022 O.Ol_O 0,0413 0,1700 0,5028
45,0 0,0035 0,a129 000358 0,1398 0,_g64 _
57,0 0,0019 O,OOn3 O,O_2R 0,0919 0,2733 _ _"
90.0 0,0013 000057 000161 0.0683 0,2131
ELECTRON DOSE RATE (RA_S/_AY)
ORBITAL I_CLIHATION 200 K_ 300 K_ 600 KU 600 KU 800. K_ :
2_,5 0,0000 0,0000 000000 .0.0000 0.0003 :
35,0 0,0000 0,000_ 000000 O°O001 _.0004
_5.0 O,O00I 0,0003 0,0005 0,0013 00_026 ;
57,0 0,0015 0,0020 0.0025 0.0037 _.005396,_ 0,0016 0,0021 000025 0.0036 0,0049
COSHIC RAY DOSE RATE (RADS/DAY)
: ORBITAL I'ICLI'_ATIO_ 200 KH 300 KM 400 K_ 600 K_ .800 K_ , '
2_.5 0,0047 0.0051 0,0056 O.O06& 0.00?2 '_
35,0 0,0060 0.0065 0.0069 O.O07R 0.0087
'" 45,0 0.0083 0.00_9 0.009_ 0,010_ 0.0115
57,0 0,0111 0,0117 0.0123 0.0136 0,01_8 .
qO,O 0,0136 0._145 0.0154 O,O1T2 0,0190
TOTAL DOSE RATE (RADS/DAY)
ORBITAL I_ICLINAT|ON 200 KM 300 KM 400 KU 600 KM _00 KN
28.5 000054 0.0098 000277 0.1_06 0.4898
35.0 0.0083 0.0195 0.06_ ,).17°0 0._120
_5.0 0.01_1 0,0222 000458 0.1516 O.&OO_
_7.o 0.o1_ P,022_ 0.031# p._o_) O.t_









FOR DETECTOR POINT 6' ,_
/ LAB SURVE FORWARD X 1910.65 Y 0 Z IO16.
PROTON DOSE RATE (RAD$/_AY)
ORBITAL |NCLI_ATZ_,t 200 KM _O0 K_4 600 _ 600 K_' 800 KM
_B.5 0,0011 0,0076 0.033P 0,2071 0*6944
_5.0 0._042 0,n217 0.063P 0.2512 0,7_04
45.0 0*0066 0,0_27 O*05_h 0,7130 0.5735
57*0 0,0036 0,0144 0,0_70 0,13(.j 0,4054 !
_0.0 0*0026 0.0099 _*_261 0.1037 0.3153
ELECTRON DOSE RATE (RADS/DAY)
ORBITAL ItlCLI;_ATION 200 KM 300 KM 400 K_' 600 Kv _00 _"
_8.5 O*O000 O,OOOb d,OOUO O.O0_8 U*_043
35.0 0.0000 0.0000 0*0003 0.0017 0.C050
45.0 0.0017 0*0032 0*0052 0.0126 0.0262
57,0 O,01_1 0,_196 O,0250 0,0_76 0,0533
90,0 0,0163 0,0210 0.0257 0,0369 e._,50l
; COSMIC RAY DOSE RATE (RADS/DAY)
OR_ITAL INCLINATIO_t 200 K_ 300 KM 600 K_ 600 K_ BOO KM ,,
78,5 0.0047 0.0051 O,005& 0,00_4 0,0072 ;
35.0 0,0060 O,O06fi 0,0069 0,0078 0,C087 :
45,0 0,008_ O,nO_9 _,n_94 0,010_ _,0115
57.0 0,0111 0,0117 0.0123 0,013_ 0,0148 :,
90,0 0.01_6 0,01_5 O,015_ 0,0172 0.0190
TOTAL DOSE RATE (RADS/DAY)
OI_B|TAL I;;CLI:IATIOH 200 KM 300 K_I 400 Kt" F,O0 Kv RO0 KM
_.b 0.0059 ().0128 0.0395 0.21_._ 0.7059 'L
_5.0 0.0103 0*0283 0.0711 0.2609 0.7452
45,U 0.0167 0.0_48 0.073_ 0.2_62 O*&l12
57,0 0*0299 0,0458 00_745 0.1905 0,4736 ':





FOR DETECTOR POINT S
LAB SURVE AF? X 23_0,?0 Y 0 Z 1016,
I
PROTON DOSE RATE (_ADS/_AY)
ORnlTAL INCLIMATION 200 K_I 30_ Kv 4n_ _" 600 Ku _00 KM '_
2B,5 0.0012 O*OOq3 _,0_67 0,219S 0.7391 _
35,0 0*0048 0,_236 _._6_4 0,2_7n 0,7788
! 45,0 0,0074 O,O_SO 0,_637 0.2289 0.61_6
57,0 0,0040 0*0258 0,0402 0,]t, 96 C.l.?&7
90,0 0,0029 O,010R O,_B3 0,11U* 0,337_
ELECTRON DOSE RATE (RADS/DAY)
28.5 0,0000 0,000_ 0.0C00 0,0011 0,005_ -i
3_.0 0,0000 O,O,JO_ _,0;{_4 0,C_23 0,C072
4_,,0 0,0023 0,0_44 0,0_7_ 0,0173 0,0357 :
57.0 0.0207 0°076P 0.01_,I 0,051_ 0.07_7
90,0 0,022t 0,0_ n& 0,_351 0,0504 0.C6_
COSMIC RAY DOS[ RATE (_ADS/_AY)
ORBITAL INCLINATION _00 K_/ 300 K_A #,Oq KV &O0 KM qO0 KM
28,5 0,0047 Q.C051 O.n_t 0,006_ 0,007_
35*0 0*0060 0,;)065 O,_r_ 0,007_ 0,0087 _
45,0 0,0083 O,n3_V _.0_, O.OlOt, 0.0115
57,0 0,0111 0.0117 '.:'12_ 0,CI_6 O,OlZ,_
9U.0 0.0_36 0.01_5 [)*L'IS_ 0.0172 0.0190
TOTAL DOSE RATE (I_AI)S/I)AY)
OROITAL |NCLItATIOI: 200 K'! 300 Kv 400 ::' 6C(_ Kv (_00 K'! _ *_
35,0 0.0109 C,_3_ _,_75_ 0,27_I 0.7959
_5,0 0,_I_2 _.03P3 O,_n03 0.2_(6 0,6019





i i I I I "_
FO_ DETECTOR POINT 6
LAB SURVE SIDE X 21Z0,66 Y ?06, Z 1016,
I
PROTON DOSE RATE (RADS/DAY)
•ORBITAL It;CLIflATION 200 KN 300 KM 400 K_ 600 _: EGO KN
2U,5 0,0006 0,0045 0,0233 0,1536 0.5051
3b.O 0,0019 0,0130 0,0436 0,1793 0.5260
45,0 0,0031 0,0123 0,0363 0,1451 O,t+O02
57,0 0,0017 0,0081 0,0237 0,0954 0,2923 .
90,0 0,0012 O,OOS4 0,0163 0,0708 0,2205
E_ECTROR DOSE RATE (PADS/DAY)
ORPITAk I_:CLI_AT|O_; 200 KV 300 KN _00 K_ 600 K'I _00 KM
26,5 0,0000 O._O0 0,0000 .0,0000 0.0000
35,0 O,O000 O.O000 O._CO0 0,0000 0,0000
45,0 0,0000 0.0000 0,00_0 D,0001 0.0002
57,0 0.0001 0.0007 0.000_ 0.0004 0,0005
90.0 0,0001 O._OOZ 0.0_02 0.0004 0.0003
/
COSMIC RAY DOSE RATE (RAOSIDAY)
OkOITAL IqCL1HATIO:_ 200 K_I 300 _ 400 K': 600 K" _00 K_'
20.5 0,0047 0,0051 0,0_56 U*0_64 _._077
35.0 0,0060 0.0065 0.0069 O*NOTP O*OOg? '
45.0 0*0083 0.0089 0,0094 0.0104 0,0115
57,0 0,_111 0,0117 O,O]_ 0,0136 0.01_8
90*0 0.0135 0,0145 0.0154 0,0172 0,0190 :
TOTAL DOSE RATE (_aDS/DAYt
ORBITAL INCL|_;ATIOK 200 K_: 3_ K_ 400 KH _00 KH 800 KM
2P*S 0.0054 _*_97 _*_?_9 9.1601 0,5123
_5,0 0.0_P0 _._195 _,_0_ 0.1fl72 0.5348
45,0 0,0115 0,0?]3 0,_4_8 O.ISfl? 0,4170
S7._ 0.0!30 0,_201 0,0359 0,1094 0.2977







ELECTROH DOSE RATE {RA_S/_AY)
ORBITAL |_ICLIHATIO_ 200 KH _00 KM 40_ K't 600 K_ _00 KM
28,5 000000 O.C000 _._00] 0.0030 0,0156
35,0 0,0000 O,O00Z 0o_010 0,006; 0,0;)1_
45,0 0*0063 0.0119 _*_195 0°_ 000965
57o0 000559 0.0723 00:)922 0.13_3 0,|9_
90.0 0.0601 0,0773 _,_947 0,1358 001_42
COSH_C RAY DOSE RATE (AS/_AY)
O_B|TAL |P:CLI:_T|O ' 200 K_" 30_ _ 40_ Kp_ 6_0 K*_ P_O _"
_8,5 000047 000C51 000056 O_O_K4 C00072
3_.0 0,_060 0,0065 0,00_9 0.0078 _,00R?
_5,C 0.0083 _,_9 O,nn9_ 0,0106 0,0115
57,_ 0,0132 :',_]]7 0,012_ 0.0196 0.01_8
90,0 0,013_ 0._1_ 0,0_54 0,0177 0,0190
TOTAL OOSF PATE (r_A_S/P_^Y) i
ORBITAL Ie,ICLIJ'JATION 20_ _'_' 300 K,v 4(10 _:,: _,(10 KY fJO0 KM
35.O 00_1% a :_,, :,_,77 9, Z |{_| _,t,; ?_, ] ,;:09_
*_ 51,D 000752 _*]]26 0,|7;)6 3,3e18_ 0.,"q93
i _),0 0,0796 0,1116 0, |5_t0 0,379B 0,7_5
_ 101
1977010036-107
FOR DETECTOR POINT '8
RACK FORWARD UPPER MIDDLE X 1986.95 Y 106. I 1130.
I
PROTON DOSE RAT_ IPADSIDAY}
• ORBITAL Z_CLI_IATiON 200 _'_ 300 K_,I _0_ K_ 600 _M _00 K_
28*5 O,COl9 0,O120 _.O4ql 0,28]R 0,960_
35,0 0*00?6 0,034; _,0_0 O,35_2 1,0163
45.0 0,011_ 0.0_11 0.0e99 0.3079 0.81_5
57.0 0,0062 0.02_I 0,_5_ 0,200_ 0.5755
9goD 0.0045 0,0160 _._397 0.1_97 0._465 :
ELECTRON DOSE _ATE (2A_S/DAY)
URDITAL |_CL|NATION 200 KH 300 _ 40_ K'4 600 _ 8_0 _1
/
28.5 O,O000 0,0_O 0,_C00 0.0_07 0,C03_
35.0 O,O000 0.O_O0 0,_C02 0.001_ 0.0050
45.0 O,O01B 0.0035 0,O05_ 0,0133 0.0272
57.0 0,0159 0,O204 0,O259 0.0384 0,054_ .
90.0 0.016_ 0.0215 0.025_ _.037_ 0.0509
COSH|C RAY DOSE RATE (nADS/DAY)
ORBITAL I_CL|_:ATIO_I 200 K_ 300 KM _on K" 600 K_ RO0 K_
_9.5 0.0047 n._qS! 0.C05_ 0,0064 0.0072
35,0 0.0060 O.nO_S _._ O,OOTB 0.00_7
45.0 0.004_ 0,00_9 0,009_ q. OLO_ 0.0115 :
57,0 0,0111 0.'117 0,_12_ _._1_6 0.014_
90,0 0,0136 0,n145 0.O154 _,0172 0.0190
TOTAL DOSE RATE (RADS/gAY)
OK_|TAL |':CLIf:ATIO'] 200 Kt" 300 YP_ 4q_ _*" 6_0 K_' 800 K_
_5.0 0.0_37 0._4_ e.l_ _._62_ 1,0301
45,O 0,0217 0,0535 0,105_ C,131_ _*_522
57.0 0.0_36 0,0553 0.0947 0,252_ 0._44_





] 9770] 0036-] O8
COSr_|C RAY DOSE _ATE (RACSIDAY)
ORUITAL I_CL|F!ATION 200 KP 30P K_ 600 v_' _.0_ _e RO0 KH
28.5 0*0047 0.0051 _*_5_ 0,00_ 0.007_
_b*O 0*0083 0.00_9 0.C09_ 0,010_ 0,0115
57,0 0,011_ 0,0117 0,_12_ 0,013_ 0,01_
00._ 0.0136 0._145 _*_1_ O*_X?_ 0._190
TOTAL DOSF ,_ATE (RA_S/r)A_r) t _.
I
ORDITAL. |r:CLI:IATIO'; 200 K_' 300 K._' 40.'3 K_ _00 _u RO0 K_.*
21:.,5 0,00._ _,._122 .'), '_37," r_,20 19 t'),_-595
:, _5,0 0,009_ 0,n763 0,06_5 _,2'_31 0,¢970
i ,,5,0 0,t114S _,0_')6 n,_)_39 '_.?] O_ 0,5_9_ ._
•57.0 0.017_ 0._2°? 0,0_|'_ 0.1500 0.401"/






] 9770] 0036-] 09
FOR DCTECT_ PnlNT 10
_ACK FO'_APD HOTTO'_ X 1'P6,95 Y Z65. 7 909.
I
nROTO_I _OSE qATE IRADS/DAY}
3b." 0.0019 0.n124 0.0_I? ,%)?_ _._lll
_-LfCTRON DCSE _IATI: (_A_<./_,AY)
OR._IT,'_L ;'CL_' :_,T| _'' 2_0 _." 3C_ ','" ,,C,'1 v,. __, v,.. _3_. v,,
2":'.5 3"C'3rJ ".-': - ." .:'; C'. ' '_;_ '_.9_,:,]
57._ O.COO" r'.O_'lO '_*_ '17 _,. ?" ! _ _. O,q?7
'_'-',J 0.00'}_ ,'.-"II "- "_ .' !c." 3._'_37F
C05'_IC f.'AY DPSL !'_ATI-_"(":'.A?C,/.',,y}
_".._ O. OQ_,'/ ::._;_. ! ,._. : ' 5_'- ,,. ?^_ ,: 0.0077
79.'? O,0_.t_.", n._._A$ 3._.,_:0,, ,_,9,,,_, 0.00o7
';_*J 0"JI"=6 _ ."] _,_' ,',.QL. ', 3.,'.'!"2 0.¢]¢?
_:'H'IT_L I'rLI':AT|'_' 2,:,._ v . .3' ,"
:'_" ' _.ml!. _ "."'!" ".'_.,,'. "._'I:, "._,^',_
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